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example: Hall bar

Resistance per Square

2D: resistivity and resistance: same units

resistance per square



Fermi-Dirac distribution

meV

mK



diffusion constant

`



interference

interference suppressed to 1 / e 

due to interactions... randomized

ballistic

diffusive

L1

L2



finite due to coupling of electrons to environment:
dynamic scattering mechanisms
- electron phonon scattering
- electron – electron scattering
a) large energy exchange
b) quasi elastic scattering (Nyquist mechanism)

- spin flip scattering (magnetic impurities)
- electron – photon scattering 
- etc



e-e direct

e-e quasi-elastic (Nyquist)

e-phonon: small (T < 1K)

Huibers et al., PRL 1999



kT

E2

λ2

:  thermal smearing

+

E1

λ1

L

ballistic

diffusive



ratio of Coulomb energy to kinetic energy

characterizes “strength” of electron interactions

non interacting
weakly interacting

strongly interacting



B

magnetic flux = A . B = L2 . B

flux quantum



Thouless Energy

crossing time: L/vF

Thouless energy: ET =
~VF
L

ET =
~VF√
A





2D: thickness t drops out

Hall bar



ρ x
x

/ ρ ρxx

ρxy



B

cyclotron frequency, radius

quantization condition: circumference = N λF



density of states

Landau levels



all zero field states within range in energy of ħωc condense in one Landau level

Landau level filling factor

number N of Landau levels with E < EF : integer



Quantum Hall Effect: Transport

ν = N  :  scattering possible, resistance

disorder broadening



Quantum Hall Effect: Transport

ν <> N  :  scattering NOT possible, ZERO resistance (ρxx)

disorder broadening

EF



Quantum Hall Effect: B dependence

Integer Quantum 
Hall Effect



Quantum Hall Effect: edge states / skipping orbits



Shubnikov-de-Haas Oscillations

orbital Landau levels

spin polarized Landau levels



three cases:
- free electrons in magnetic field (U = 0)
- confined, B = 0 (constriction, QPC)
- confined and in magnetic field





harmonic oscillator

zero point energy
pure quantum effect
no classical analog

... textbook ...



... textbook ...

as for free electrons



Transport through a Constriction

QUANTIZED!!



Transport through a Constriction: Conductance Quantization



greek: leads
roman: modes

Landauer – Büttiker Formalism


